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PURPOSE 

All the nations you have made shall come 
    and worship before you, O Lord, 

    and shall glorify your name. 
Psalm 86:9 

The purpose of this document is to help Across the Divide Trip applicants understand what 
will be involved and what will be required throughout the process. All those accepted to 
attend are asked to read this document thoroughly and indicate your agreement with these 
expectations on the application form. 

A note to applicants: 
Whatever expectations you have, we feel privileged to be able to share with you great areas of 
need in God’s Kingdom. We pray that your life as well as the lives of the rest of the team and 
those that we meet, might be clearly challenged, encouraged and changed by this time away. 
This document is designed to provide a practical overview of how it all works in the lead up to 
and the duration of the time away. More of this will be covered in the pre-training material and 
the training day but this will provide a good starting point. 
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VISION: ACROSS THE DIVIDE 

1. Mobilise and Challenge  
We are passionate to see those in the Australian church mobilised 
for the gospel and challenged to take its message to all nations. 
Our prayer is that these trips will help those who come in 
considering how they might be part of this: by confirming a desire 
and future practise in cross-cultural ministry; by thinking more 
intentionally about being a follower of Jesus in the workplace; by 
being more engaged in local churches; and ultimately growing to 
know and love God even more richly. 

2. Encourage and Stand Alongside  
We desire to see local Christians/leaders as well as field workers 
encouraged in their walks with Jesus and work for the gospel. We 
seek to be very careful in our approach to work effectively so as 
not to impinge on long-term ministry; to not be a burden as short-
termers; and to contribute effectively in a learning manner. 

AIMS: ACROSS THE DIVIDE 
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APPLYING, PREPARATION & LOGISTICS 
• In the event of a tour cancellation by Across the Divide (ATD), any deposits made will be 

fully refunded. Otherwise, booking deposits are non-refundable. 

• This is a commitment that you as a group and individuals are making. This is not a 
holiday trip or a break away. The commitment requires preparation prior to the time 
away as well as taking part in the tour 

• All team members must be committed to promoting team unity and abide by the 
leadership and instruction of the ATD Facilitator/s 

• Applications must be completed and returned to ATD for evaluation by the date 
specified above. Any late applications will only be assessed in negotiation with ATD 

• Training days are compulsory. If any are unable to attend, ATD Facilitator/s must be 
informed and decisions will be made on acceptance for the trip on a case by case basis 

• There will be a catering organiser provided by ATD to arrange the cooking prior to the 
trip. The logistics of how the cooking will function whilst away will be discussed as a 
group on the training day 

• We understand that some people have food allergies and this is something that we can 
work with and facilitate. Special food requirements may incur an additional fee 
depending on circumstances 

• All monies need to be paid on time. Invoices will be remitted upon receipt of 
applications unless the applicant is part of a bigger group where payment plans will be 
centralised and arranged by a local trip organiser 

• Preparing for the trip as a whole is of great importance. There may not always be a 
distinct schedule to run to but teams need to go on these trips prepared to deliver when 
ministry opportunities arise. You, as a group, need to prepare material such as music/
singing, skits, mimes, puppets, group games, sporting equipment, etc 

• Whilst away, team members will potentially have the opportunity to share in 
communities and will most definitely be sharing to the team at some point. Individuals 
on the team must be prepared to do this. This will be discussed further on the training 
day 

• We encourage daily reading of the bible and to help in this, a journal/devotional will be 
provided for quiet times 

• Transport for the trip will be in a 4WD bus. The price for the trip includes all costs: 
travel, accommodation and food. Accommodation is usually in tents or church halls 
unless there is a specific request otherwise 

• As we have contact with children during our visits to communities, it is a requirement 
of all participants to have a Working With Children Clearance in one of the Australian 
state/territories. It may be required to obtain a clearance for a specific state/territory in 
some cases. 
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DIRECTIVES 
The importance of unity and Christian witness is key to the smooth running of this trip. Without this, 
our interactions are compromised. Please abide by the following: 

• If there is any indication of drug use, alcohol use or sexual activity outside of marriage, 
actions will be taken to arrange for the team member/s to be sent home at their own 
expense 

• No gifts are to be taken to give away whilst in communities 

• No team members are to arrange anything on tour without talking to ATD Facilitator/s 

• No pictures of a child/children to be posted anywhere online unless written permission 
is obtained from the child’s guardian. Forms available in Compliance Folder or the 
website 

• Obtain verbal consent from adults and children when taking their picture. 

RELATED DOCUMENTS 
• Child Safe Policy 
• Child Safe Code of Conduct 
• Risk Management Policy 
• Risk Assessment: Across the Divide Trips 
• Risk Assessment: Child Safety 

DOCUMENT CONTROL & REVISION HISTORY 
VERSION AUTHOR DATE AMENDMENT STATUS

V0.0 J. Alley 01/04/2019 Created

V0.1 J. Alley 05/02/2021 Added social media rules here; amended wording under 
‘how’; developed ‘Aims’ image; amended titles

V0.2 J.Alley 25/05/2022 Updated Aims
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